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Turbulent edge structure formation in complex configurations
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Formation of nonlinear structures in drift-Alfve´n turbulence is investigated in the often complex
edge geometries of stellarator and tokamak configurations, by analysis of drift wave turbulence
simulations using a model in which three-dimensional magnetic geometries are approximated. The
structures of parallel mode extension, radially sheared zonal flows and perpendicular mode spectra
are highlighted in particular for three-dimensional stellarator magnetic fields and shaped tokamaks.
Specific characteristics of advanced stellarators in comparison to ~lower aspect ratio! circular
tokamaks are a less pronounced ballooning structure of the modes, a strong influence of local
magnetic shear on amplitude structure and average, and stronger level of zonal flows due to lower
geodesic curvature. © 2003 American Institute of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1602074#
I. INTRODUCTION
In magnetic confinement devices the plasma edge region
is typically dominated by turbulent density, temperature, and
potential fluctuations that give rise to anomalous transport
fluxes. Experiments have shown the fluctuations to have am-
plitudes and phase relationships that are similar in stellara-
tors and tokamaks, and anisotropic correlation lengths that
are typical of drift-wave turbulence. These similarities in the
structure and dynamics of edge turbulence and diffusion
across devices are reviewed in Refs. 1 and 2. Such universal
character should not be surprising, because the fundamental
mechanisms of drift wave instability3,4 are independent of
confinement geometry. Gradients of density and electron and
ion temperature provide a source of free energy that may be
tapped by dissipative processes and Alfve´n wave dynamics.
Catalytic and damping effects, on the other hand, are due to
field line curvature, magnetic and velocity shear, and differ
among specific geometries.
More recent studies involving simulations of drift waves
in shaped magnetic fields show considerable influence of
magnetic field geometry on instability and transport.5,6 Field
line shaping in a tokamak is usually due to secondary prop-
erties like, for example, elongation of the plasma torus, but
nontrivial geometry is an endemic feature of stellarators.
Insights into the dynamics of the turbulence and the under-
lying processes coupling the variations in the background
magnetic field with the plasma fluctuations can be gained
by comparative computational analysis of different configu-
rations.
In our present work we analyze simulations of edge tur-
bulence structures in the geometries of the Helias stellarator
Wendelstein 7-X,7 the Heliac H1-NF8 and a simple tokamak
model. The drift-Alfve´n model we employ and some charac-
teristics of plasma edge turbulence are described in Sec. II.
In Sec. III exemplar settings and parameters for the turbu-
lence code and computational requirements are given, and
the representation of magnetic field geometries in the code is
discussed. The two stellarators and their flux tube represen-
tation are described in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we give a brief
overview of turbulence structures in the plasma edge, then
present and discuss the results on simulated structures in par-
allel, radial, and perpendicular directions. Some of the spe-
cific characteristics of these stellarators in comparison to
~lower aspect ratio! circular tokamaks are a less pronounced
ballooning structure of the modes, a strong influence of local
magnetic shear on amplitude structure and average, and
stronger level of zonal flows due to lower geodesic curva-
ture. It is also found that the typical signatures of drift wave
turbulence are retained across different configurations, but
the consequent transport levels depend on magnetic field ge-
ometry. A brief wrap-up and the conclusions from this study
are given in Sec. VI.
II. DRIFT-ALFVE´ N EQUATIONS AND CODE
The turbulence simulations were performed using the
parallel code DALF3,9 which uses the four-field version of
the dissipative drift-Alfve´n model,10 with amplitude fluctua-
tions of the electrostatic potential f˜ , electron pressure p˜e ,
and disturbances of the parallel current J˜ i , and parallel ion
velocity u˜ i as dependent variables. The equations are derived
under gyro/drift ordering,3,4,11 in a three-dimensional glo-
bally consistent flux tube geometry,12,13 and appear as
nM ic2
B2
d
dt V
˜ 5„i j˜ i2K~ p˜e!,
1
c
]
]t
A˜ i1
me
e
d
dt j˜ i5
1
ne
„i~pe1 p˜e!2„if˜ 2h i j˜ i ,
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with the parallel magnetic potential A˜ i given by
j˜ i52
c
4p „’
2 A i , ~2!
through Ampe`re’s law, and the vorticity
V˜ 5„’
2 f˜ , ~3!
where h i is the parallel resistivity,14 me and M i are the elec-
tron and ion masses, n is the electron ~and ion! density, and
Te is the electron temperature with pressure pe5nTe . Ac-
tion of dt and „i upon pe represents the background gradient
drive terms. The differential operators are the advective de-
rivative dt5] t1vE„ , the parallel gradient „i5(1/B)(B
1B˜’)„ , the perpendicular Laplacian „’2 5„@(21/B2)B
3(B3„)# , and the curvature operator K5„@(c/B2)B
3„)], in which the E3B velocity, vE5(c/B2)B3„f˜ , and
the magnetic field disturbances, B˜’5(21/B)B3„A˜ i , pro-
vide the nonlinearities. This constitutes the most basic model
containing the principal interactions of dissipative drift wave
physics in a general closed magnetic flux surface geometry.
The drift wave coupling effect is described by „i acting upon
p˜e /pe2ef˜ /Te and J˜ i , while interchange forcing is de-
scribed by K acting upon p˜e and f˜ .10 In the cases we are
studying, the drift wave effect is qualitatively more
important,9 while the most important role for K is to regulate
the zonal flows.15 Local shear is described by the entrance of
the metric elements into „’
2
, and also the spatial dependence
of the coupling of drift planes by „i .13
The electromagnetic drift wave turbulence described by
this set of equations is basically nonlinear, nonperiodic mo-
tion involving disturbances on a background thermal gradi-
ent of a magnetized plasma and eddies of fluid like motion in
which the advecting velocity of all charged species is the E
3B velocity. Note that in this model pressure and density are
considered interchangeably, i.e., we consider situations of
equal steepness in all the gradients, where the dynamics of
the temperatures introduces no new qualitative effects ~com-
pare Ref. 9!. The disturbances in the electric field E implied
by the presence of these eddies are caused by the tendency of
the electron dynamics to establish a force balance along the
magnetic field B. Pressure disturbances have their parallel
gradients balanced by a parallel electric field, whose static
part is given by the parallel gradient of the electrostatic po-
tential. This potential in turn is the stream function for the
E3B velocity in drift planes, which are locally perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field. The turbulence is driven by the
background gradient, and the electron pressure and electro-
static potential are coupled together through parallel cur-
rents. Departures from the static force balance are mediated
primarily through electromagnetic induction and resistive
friction, but also the electron inertia, which is not negligible.
The advection velocity is purely the E3B velocity be-
cause of well-known diamagnetic cancellation effects. The
diamagnetic velocity is due to the fact that in a pressure
gradient particles on gyro-orbits about gyrocenters displaced
in a direction along the pressure gradient, but whose actual
particle orbits meet tangentially in between, will meet with
differing numbers due to the density part of the gradient, and
differing velocities due to the temperature part of the gradi-
ent. The net difference is the diamagnetic flux ~or current!.
But in a homogeneous magnetic field the gyrocenters do not
move, and so there is no transport. Similar cancellations in-
volve the diamagnetic heat flux in the temperature gradient16
and the diamagnetic momentum flux, also called the gyrovis-
cosity, in the momentum equation.11 In an inhomogeneous
magnetic field ~in which „B and curvature drifts are
present!, the diamagnetic fluxes enter only as quasistatic
compressional effects, commonly referred to as curvature
terms. The net effect is that the diamagnetic velocity always
cancels out of the v„ terms, and as such does not partici-
pate in actual transport. This is much more explicit in the
gyrofluid model,17 in which the „B and curvature terms en-
ter only when taking moments over the „B and curvature
drift terms; i.e., here as well there is no direct participation in
advection by these terms.
III. COMPUTATIONAL AND GEOMETRIC ISSUES
A. Code parameters and computational requirements
The toroidal geometry is represented by a globally con-
sistent flux tube with local coordinates (x ,y ,z), where all
background parameters ~thermal gradients as well as the ge-
ometry! are fixed over the poloidal (x ,y) region. The com-
putational domain is set to 643256 nodes in units of the drift
scale
rs5~c/eB !ATeM i, ~4!
for (x ,y) and 16 nodes in one field line connection length
(2pqR) in 2p,z,p . Boundary conditions are periodic in
y and Dirichlet in x . Nominal values for the parameters were
chosen to reflect typical tokamak and stellarator edge condi-
tions: Collisionality C5(ne2h i /Te)(cs /L’)(q2R2)54,
magnetic induction bˆ 5e(4ppe /B2)51, electron inertia mˆ
5e(me /M i)55, and ion inertia e5(qR/L’)2518 350,
where L’ is the background gradient scale length for pe , and
cs5ATe /M i is the sound speed. The computations are ini-
tialized through a pressure disturbance amplitude well above
unity which is driven nonlinearly and then relaxes to a steady
turbulent state ~compare Refs. 4 and 9!. The units of ampli-
tude and transport flux are the standard gyro-Bohm ones,
(rs /L’), and pecs(rs /L’)2, respectively.
Spatial and temporal scales in the computations have to
be chosen such that all turbulent structures are well resolved.
The radial domain size should reflect the typical edge steep
gradient region extension. As a reasonable and representative
choice nx564 nodes of size rs are used. The anisotropy of
turbulent structures requires a larger extension in y . The do-
main size aspect ratio has to be increased until results con-
verge, for which Ly /Lx54 is a safe choice, and thus ny
5256.
The time step is set to Dt50.05. The observed emer-
gence of structures from an initially randomly disturbed state
on the way to fully developed turbulence requires suffi-
ciently long simulation times. Depending on the parameters
and geometry, saturation can be reached quickly, after t
.200, or slowly, only after t.5000. Assertions on final
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transport and turbulence levels are based on time averages
over the saturated phase only. These levels will of course
also fluctuate around a mean value during the saturated phase
and may exhibit more or less violent ‘‘intermittent’’ devia-
tions from this mean.
We demonstrate the necessity for long simulation times
with an example in sheared slab geometry for K50 and sˆ
51.5: Following the time evolution of Gn(t) as long as t
5500, as displayed in the inset graph in Fig. 1, we get the
impression of saturation after around t.200. However, if we
take the computation to much longer times, drastic changes
occur in the transport level: The slow emergence of strong
zonal flow structures gradually suppresses the turbulence to
low amplitudes, that reach final saturation only after t
.2000. Conclusions based on simulations stopped after the
first seemingly saturated phase with quiescent flow dynamics
may lead to erroneous results as illustrated in Fig. 2: The
magnetic shear dependence of transport, Gn( sˆ), obtained
from such underdeveloped states would show an inverse be-
havior, whereas the fully saturated state is dominated by a
strong spin-up of zonal flows that suppresses turbulence to a
low level nearly independent of shear.
B. Magnetic field geometry
The magnetic field geometry enters into the computa-
tions via metric elements and the curvature terms. The stel-
larator geometry we use is expressed in straight field line
coordinates ~c,u,z!. The magnetic field in Clebsch form in
terms of poloidal flux 2pc and field line label a5z2q u is
B5„c3„a .18 Equivalently we can use j[u2iz52ia ,
where i51/q . It is q5]x/]c , and c85ix8 where 2px is
the toroidal flux. We define a radial coordinate s with x
5( 12)B0a02s . Then we have for the magnetic field the repre-
sentation B5„x3„j . It holds that „a52q„j2j„q
where q5q(x).
The rescaled flux tube coordinate system used in DALF3
is expressed by the notation x5(V2V0)/V8, y52cV8/L i
and z5hL i . Here L i5B0 /cV85qR0 , V5sV0 , and V0
5(2pR0)(a02p). If the flux surfaces are not circular then a0
and R0 are the average minor and major plasma radius. The
parallel coordinate h may in principle be identified with ei-
ther u or z. The magnetic field in this representation is
B5B0„ˆ x3„ˆ y . ~5!
Expressing the reciprocal basis vectors in terms of (s ,u ,z)
we thus get
„x5
]r
]V „V5
1
2As
„s ,
„y52
cV8
B0
1
]r/]V „a5
As „j1
j
2As
„s , ~6!
„z5
B0
cV8
„u5L i„h .
The relevant metric elements then are gxx5( 14s)gss, gxy
5( 12)gsj1(j/4s)gss and gyy5sgjj. In axisymmetric sys-
tems one can set j[0 without loss of generality. For flux
tube representations of three-dimensional systems j remains
a free parameter.
Magnetic field line shear is generally defined as
S52B„L , where L5gcj/gcc. ~7!
Normal curvature is defined as kN5kN and geodesic cur-
vature as kG5kG where the curvature vector is k
5„ ln B for low-beta plasmas. The normal vector is N
5„c and the geodesic vector is G5(B3„c)/(„c„x)
5(„j2L„c). We note that the magnetic shear S can also
be expressed in terms of the geodesic vector as
S52q G„3G. ~8!
C. Curvilinear representation
To express the derivative operators in terms of general
curvilinear coordinates we write ui(R)5(s ,u ,z) for i
5(1,2,3). The tangent basis vectors of the coordinate curves
FIG. 1. Time evolution of turbulent transport in a sheared slab model: the
emergence of zonal flow structures occurs after an initially quiescent phase
after t’500. Computations that do not take into acccount the long time
behavior and are stopped too early ~like in the inset graph! may mislead to
erroneous conclusions.
FIG. 2. Turbulence computations stopped around t’500 lead to a feigned
inverse dependence on shear sˆ when averaged over the seemingly ‘‘satu-
rated’’ phase. Only longer simulations show the high level of zonal flow spin
up that is characteristic for a slab without curvature ~lower points!. The
corresponding transport level is nearly independent from magnetic shear.
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defined by ui with respect to a Cartesian position vector R
are given as ei5(]R/]ui). The reciprocal basis vectors are
ei5„ui. The notation used in the following employs the
usual summation convention over equal indices (i , j ,k).
The Laplacian acting on a scalar f in general curvilinear
coordinates is
„2 f 5„~„ f !5„S ei ] f]uiD5„S ejgi j ] f]uiD . ~9!
We have expressed ei as a linear combination of reciprocal
basis vectors by writing ei5ej(eiej) and define gi j[eiej.
Expanded with the Jacobian J[e1e23e35(e1e23e3)21
we can write ej5J(ek3ei) and also, by use of the curl op-
erator relations, ek3ei5„3(uk„ui). This gives ~consider-
ing „„350)
„S „3@uk„ui# J gi j ]]ui f D5 1J ej„S J gi j ]]ui f D .
~10!
By expressing „5ej(]/]u j) and using ejej51 we may
now write
„2 f 5 1J
]
]u j S J gi j ]]uiD . ~11!
We can separate the variation of the Jacobian by writing:
„2 f 5gi j ]
2
]ui]u j
f 1 1J S ] f]uiD S ]]u j J gi j D[„02 f 1„12 f .
~12!
The perpendicular Laplacian is found in general using the
perpendicular metric elements in this expression, g’
i j5gi j
2bib j, but here the flute mode ordering enters to simplify
the matter. The flute-like character of drift wave turbulence
implies k i!k’ and thus ]/]z!]/]x;]/]y for a flux tube
coordinate system ui5(x ,y ,z) in drift ordering. For the per-
pendicular direction in (x ,y) the ordering assumes ampli-
tudes in proportion to their scale, so that terms containing
second derivatives (]2/]ui]u j) of fluctuations appear much
larger than terms including only first derivatives (]/]ui).
Within drift ordering we can thus neglect the „1
2 term against
the „0
2 term, as well as the components of g involving the
component for which bi is nonvanishing ~here, z). The per-
pendicular Laplacian then does not depend explicitly on the
Jacobian, and in both Hamada and Boozer coordinates it
takes the same simple form
„’
2 5gxx
]2
]x2
12gxy
]2
]x]y 1g
yy ]
2
]y2 . ~13!
It is important to note, however, that the variation of B2
around the flux surface still enters the nonlinear vorticity
through B22„’
2
, through the dependence of B2 upon the
parallel coordinate, z , although solely as a z-dependent mul-
tiplier within each xy-plane. This has been found to have
strong impact upon the strength of drift wave turbulence.19
The gradient parallel to a field line is defined as „i f 5b
„ f 5(B/B)„ f . We start with the general form for the gra-
dient, „ f 5ei(]/]ui) f , and write the magnetic field in
Clebsch form B5„c3„y5c8„x3„y . Therefore, bx5B
„x50 and by5B„y50 and
„i f 5bz
]
]z
f . ~14!
Here bz5(B/B)„z5(c8/BJ).
Some of the parallel derivative terms are actually diver-
gences:
„i j˜ i5„~ j˜ ib!5„S j˜ iBB D . ~15!
Expressing b in curvilinear coordinates we find
„i j˜ i5„@~ j˜ ibi!ei#5 1J
]
]ui
@J~ j˜ ibi!# . ~16!
The second derivative in parallel direction is „ i2 f 5„bb„ f 5„(b„i) f . In the same fashion as above we find
„ i
2 f 5 1J
]
]z
~Jbz„i! f . ~17!
The implementation of Boozer coordinates into the DALF
turbulence codes instead of the unit-Jacobian Hamada coor-
dinates used previously requires the Jacobian J to be stored
as an additional quantity as a function of the parallel flux
tube coordinate z . We note that for large aspect ratio con-
figurations like W7-X the difference between Boozer and
Hamada coordinates is qualitatively negligible, as shown in
Fig. 3. For lower aspect ratios, as present in most tokamaks,
retention of the Jacobian’s dependence in these parallel di-
vergence forms is required.
IV. HOW TO MODEL A STELLARATOR
A. Wendelstein 7-X and H1-NF
Helical Advanced Stellarator ~Helias! configurations20
are based on the ideas of A. Schlu¨ter for improving the con-
finement and equilibrium properties of a classical stellarator.
The first experiment in this advanced line was the partially
optimized stellarator Wendelstein 7-AS,21 that was in opera-
FIG. 3. Comparison of Boozer coordinate representation ~bold lines! and
Hamada coordinates ~thin lines! for the quantities gxx, gxy, and uBu of the
stellarator W7-X (j50).
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tion for 14 years until 2002, and was able to succesfully
demonstrate the feasibility of the concept. As the next step
~currently under construction!, Wendelstein 7-X has been
developed7 to test the reactor relevance of Helias configura-
tions. The basic properties of a Helias configuration are a
magnetohydrodynamic ~MHD! stable plasma with tempera-
ture T and density n up to a pressure, averaged over the
whole plasma, of ^b&5^2m0nT/B2&’5% with low Shafra-
nov shift due to reduction of Pfirsch–Schlu¨ter currents, and
low neoclassical losses.22 Further criteria for optimization
are good confinement properties for a-particles, low boot-
strap currents and well-defined magnetic surfaces of the
vacuum field without major resonances.23,24 W7-X will be
realized as a five field-period configuration with rotational
transform i close to unity and low global shear.
A Helical Axis Stellarator ~Heliac! achieves rotational
transform by combining the poloidal field produced by an
axisymmetric currrent-carrying ring with the field produced
by helically staggered toroidal field coils.25 The Heliac H1-
NF, the Australian national plasma fusion research facility, is
a three-period configuration designed with flexibility in the
magnetic field in order to gain a detailed understanding of
the behavior of Heliac plasmas.8 Relatively low plasma den-
sity allows access to fluctuation measurements by probes,
that has recently led to a first direct observation of zonal flow
like structures.26
The equilibrium configurations of W7-X and H1-NF
were obtained with the code NEMEC27 and tabulated as a
Fourier series for magnetic field strength uBu and cylinder
coordinates X5(R ,w ,Z) in terms of flux coordinates u
5(u1,u2,u3)5(s ,u ,z). From these, covariant basis vectors
ei5]X/]ui and in consequence the contravariant vectors ei
5„ui5ej3ek /(eiej3ek) are obtained. The resulting Jaco-
bian, metric elements gi j and derivatives of uBu ~i.e., curva-
ture! then describe the magnetic field geometry.
B. Flux tube models of a stellarator
An extension of the globally consistent flux tube model
in DALF312 from an axisymmetric tokamak to a stellarator is
in principle straightforward, but not without fundamental ob-
stacles. When in general the rotational transform i is irratio-
nal, the flux tube will not close in on itself. The code DALF3
solves this problem by aligning the flux tube in a local ap-
proximation centrally around a rational field line and corrects
deformation in the perpendicular plane caused by finite shear
with an appropriate shear shift transformation.13 In a toka-
mak, this approach is appropriate even for a high order ra-
tional ratio i5m/n , as the geometric background properties
only depend on the poloidal angle u, regardless of the num-
ber of toroidal circuits until field line closure.
In a stellarator, however, the axisymmetry is broken and
helical variations of the metric become significant. The
variations of background geometry along the field line scale
with the number of toroidal circuits and field periods N f ,
and so does the number of necessary parallel grid points. For
small rotational transform, the number of grid points evi-
dently diverges rapidly. Thus, for future quantitative simula-
tions of stellarator turbulence, a 3D hollow flux cylinder
model, with full y-dependence of the metric, will be re-
quired. For our current purpose of qualitative identification
of the relevant geometrical quantities that determine drift
wave turbulence in stellarators, we can take advantage of the
fact that the edge rotational transform of advanced stellara-
tors such as W7-X and H1-NF is near unity: iW72X(a0)
50.98’1 on the last closed flux surface with r5a0 . Of
course, the surface with i[1 would be governed by generic
island formation of the five-period Helias. When we assume
a ‘‘rotational transform’’ of unity, we here mean a toroidal
periodicity in the magnetic field structure for the computa-
tion of geometric quantities. So although we do not map the
geometrical properties of W7-X, H1-NF, or any other spe-
cific configuration exactly, we still gain a quite accurate
model of Helias type geometry. The original, exact value of
the rotational transform on the flux surface of choice is still
used for field line connection and shear shift properties in the
turbulence computations.
In contrast to the axisymmetric case, it is also no longer
true that one field line is representative for the whole flux
surface. For N-fold toroidal symmetry, the flux tubes labeled
j5u2iz5i/N ~with jP@0 . . . 1#) are identical for i
P@0,1, . . . ,N# . To cover a representative proportion of the
flux surface, simulations on four different field lines for j
P@0 . . . 1/N# with N55 were usually found to be sufficient.
In an earlier study of drift wave turbulence in stellarator
geometry presented in Ref. 5, a strong quantitative variation
of transport amplitude was found with j of around a factor of
two. For the qualitative studies of the present work we keep
j50 constant. The principal arguments concerning proper-
ties of the parallel structure ~although spatially differing! and
zonal flow formation do not depend on a specific choice of
the flux tube label. A section of W7-X showing the location
of a flux tube at the plasma edge is shown combined with a
poloidal cut view of simulated density fluctuation structures
in Fig. 4.
FIG. 4. Flux tube aligned at the edge of a stellarator ~W7-X!, and a poloidal
cut in the computational (x ,y) plane showing density perturbations in drift-
Alfve´n turbulence.
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V. TURBULENCE STRUCTURES IN THE PLASMA
EDGE
Drift wave turbulence driven by the free energy from
thermal gradients self-organizes into various nonlinear struc-
tures. For the present work we limit our attention to cold-ion
drift-Alfve´n wave turbulence in the plasma edge for a speci-
fied, ‘‘typical’’ set of plasma parameters. Changes in turbu-
lence structures that arise for variations in these parameters,
for example, an additional temperature gradient, the presence
of a population of trapped electrons, or a shift to more MHD
ballooning-like character are thus not regarded here. We will
rather focus on the influence of magnetic field geometry and
plasma shaping on the spatial and temporal arrangement of
fluctuating quantities.
The basic constituents of drift wave edge turbulence are
fluid-like vortices in the drift plane perpendicular to the mag-
netic field direction, where the convection is maintained by
the E3B velocity. The eddies of largest amplitude in the
mode spectrum have spatial scales of a few rs . The nonlin-
earities involving the pressure ~and electron inertia and
sound waves! transfer energy from one spectral range to an-
other by direct cascade of basically three-wave interactions,
limited by a dissipation range at high wavenumbers ~high-
k’). The vorticity nonlinearity has a dual cascade tendency
sending enstrophy preferentially to small scales but energy to
larger ones,28,29 reducing the amount of high-k’ dissipation
for a given level of nonlinear activity.9 This allows for non-
linear instability by widening the range of available phase
shifts between Fourier components of the pressure and elec-
trostatic potential.4
Linear analysis of drift modes ~as, for example, in Ref.
30! would suggest that the largest growth rates occur mostly
for zero radial mode number (kx50,ky’0.3) where modes
tended to form elongated structures ~‘‘streamers’’! in the ra-
dial direction. In the associated turbulence, however, the
nonlinear interactions do not favor well pronounced stream-
ers. Both three-wave nonlinear decorrelation and interaction
with radially sheared flows in the drift direction, generated
by the vorticity nonlinearity, are responsible. The inverse
cascade tendency leads to transfer of eddy energy into ky
50 modes with radial extension comparable to the size of
the turbulence (kx’0.3), causing a rigid poloidal rotation of
the entire flux surfaces. These ‘‘zonal flows’’ do not partici-
pate in cross field transport, but act back on the turbulence as
a sink for E3B energy,31,32 and as a decorrelation mecha-
nism for vortices and streamers.33 The geodesic curvature
operator K x]x couples the zonal flow mode indirectly back
to the turbulence.15 The saturated fluctuation and transport
levels in edge and core drift wave turbulence are strongly
regulated by formation and sustainment of radially sheared
zonal flow structures.
The disturbances in the electric field E implied by the
presence of the E3B eddies are caused by the action of the
polarization current ~ion inertia! to balance all the other cur-
rents so that the charge density remains small. In drift wave
turbulence the parallel current is the most important of
these,10 while for ballooning or interchange modes the dia-
magnetic current is strongest.34 When drift wave conditions
predominate, the electron pressure and electrostatic potential
are coupled through parallel currents, with departures from
the static force balance mediated primarily through electro-
magnetic induction and resistive friction, but also the elec-
tron inertia, which is not negligible. The strong parallel dy-
namics causes the modes to become flute-like and greatly
extended in the parallel direction (k i!kx). In the presence of
magnetic shear, the perpendicular vortices become twisted
with the field lines and are finally, nonlinearly, torn apart to
smaller scales. Parallel structures in drift wave turbulence
originate from inhomogeneities of the background geometry;
specifically, from an ~unfavorable! normal component of
magnetic curvature serving catalytic functions or as balloon-
ing drive mechanism ~depending on plasma parameters!, and
through an effective magnetic shear length Ls either extend-
ing over the whole flux tube domain or in localized regions
along z . Both conditions can affect the damping and drive of
fluctuations, and therefore, contribute to the regulation of
turbulent transport levels across flux surfaces.
Summarizing, nonlinear structure formation in drift
wave edge turbulence can be observed in any of the flux tube
directions: Radially sheared zonal flows have finite extension
in x , and can significantly reduce transport, the intensity of
which depends on the background magnetic field geometry.
The structures in perpendicular drift direction y are governed
by the turbulence spectrum with maximum amplitude for
scales of ky;0.3, emergence of ky50 flows and a self-
similar cascade region for higher wave numbers up to dissi-
pation ranges at very small scales. The parallel mode struc-
ture can serve as an indicator of ballooning character of the
turbulence and of effective quenching by local magnetic field
line shear. All of the above phenomena depend on time at
fluctuation scales but retain their specific characteristics over
time averages.
A. Parallel mode structure
Linear theory of cold ion drift waves in a local balloon-
ing model for Helias geometry suggests that the parallel
structure of the mode is governed by a combination of heli-
cal and toroidal ballooning.30 We now compute nonlinear
turbulent drift-Alfve´n modes in a Helias by applying the stel-
larator flux tube approximation, as described in Sec. IV B, to
the Wendelstein 7-X geometry. In contrast to linear model-
ling, no helical ballooning is observed in the turbulent state
for realistic edge parameters. The drift wave structure limits
itself to long parallel wavelengths, which average over the
magnetic structure.
We note especially a lack of asymmetry along the field
line when the normal curvature departs from the simple sinu-
soidal form of a tokamak. Figure 5 shows minor variations in
the turbulence amplitudes f˜ and n˜ along the field line direc-
tion z . The structure follows more from the local shear than
from the normal curvature, as can be seen from Fig. 6. These
results highlight the role of local magnetic shear in stellarator
turbulence and structure formation, in addition to the known
damping effects that we studied previously.6,35 Specifically,
the amplitude of Gn(z), averaged over time and (x ,y), is
distinctly although not dramatically reduced at regions of
large local shear. ~Here the flux tube with j50.5 was used
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with z50 at the triangular outboard plane because of its
more pronounced local shear structure.!
B. Radial zonal flow structure
As an intrinsic part of the turbulence dynamics zonal E
3B flows are generated via Reynold stress coupling of ed-
dies to flows with both ky50 and k i50. By a decorrelation
of vortices and transfer of energy from eddies to the flow the
turbulence amplitude is reduced. For tokamak geometry the
suppression effects have been shown to be a relevant part of
the overall dynamics.33
When zonal flows are switched off in computations by
setting the flux surface average Reynolds stress vE„„’2 f to
zero, the level of transport was found to be higher by a factor
of 2–5 in toroidal geometry.36 For Wendelstein 7-X stellar-
ator geometry (j50) and otherwise same parameters as
given in Ref. 36, the damping effects are also clearly dem-
onstrated in Fig. 7 over a range of various levels of collision-
ality nˆ . The suppression factor of around 5–8 is between the
previous tokamak result including geodesic curvature, and
the large amplitude flow case of a sheared slab without the
curvature effects.
The geodesic curvature, K x]x , couples the zonal flow
mode over sideband pressure perturbations as a loss channel
back to the turbulence.15 The zonal flow dynamics, therefore,
gives the turbulence an overall different character in toroidal
geometry. A reduction of geodesic curvature is a specific
design criterion for Helias stellarators, and, combined with
the lowering effect of a larger aspect ratio (A’10) on cur-
vature, the damping of flows is reduced in comparison to a
tokamak (A’3) with otherwise similar plasma parameters.
A complementary path to transport optimization than the one
taken by helical advanced stellarators is the design of quasi-
axisymmetric ~QA! configurations. The aspect ratio of QA
stellarators is low and comparable to that of a tokamak,
which might seem unfavorable from the point of view of
zonal flow generation presented above. Yet one may expect
that the reduced helical ripple helps to maintain low viscous
damping of toroidal rotation, similarly to a tokamak, and
thus also favor the generation of sheared turbulence reducing
flows.37
Figure 8 shows the time evolution of turbulent transport
Gn in the edge geometry of Heliac H1-NF for typical param-
eters mˆ54, nˆ51.5, b54, and «512000. The turbulence
transport amplitudes saturate rapidly when the zonal flows
are removed from the computations ~upper curve! on a high
level. Including the complete dynamics with zonal flows the
transport level is again reduced significantly and shows in-
FIG. 5. Turbulence mode structure in a flux tube along z of potential and
density fluctuations averaged over the perpendicular (x ,y) plane ~top! in
W7-X ~here j50.5).
FIG. 6. Structure of uBu ~dotted line! and kN ~solid line! in the flux tube of
Fig. 5 along the parallel coordinate z .
FIG. 7. The nominal transport Gn ~dark line! for various collisionalities nˆ in
W7-Xstellarator geometry is effectively lowered in comparison to the case
with the flux surface averaged vorticity set to zero ~dotted line!. Zonal flows
are, similar to the tokamak case, an essential part of the turbulence dynam-
ics.
FIG. 8. Time evolution in the first 2000 numerical steps ~output data after
every 20 steps! of E3B transport Gn in a turbulence computation in H1-NF
stellarator geometry. Transport is lowered when the full dynamics is in-
cluded ~lower curve! compared to the case without zonal flows. Intermit-
tency in the transport dynamics is caused by a rearrangement of zonal struc-
tures that emerge after t’400.
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termittent behavior at all times, which results mainly from a
rearrangement of fluctuating zonal flow structures and ampli-
tudes.
C. Perpendicular mode structure
A comparison of the density fluctuation spectra En(ky)
between various geometries in Fig. 9 shows a high degree of
similarity. The spectra shown were obtained from simula-
tions using different stellarator geometries and simple toka-
mak models.5 The good interconfigurational agreement re-
produces an empirical similarity for measured fluctuations in
different experimental devices as found by Pedrosa et al.38 In
their case frequency spectra were compared after introduc-
tion of a device specific, frequency dependent scaling factor
called l. From our drift-Alfve´n turbulence simulations we
conclude that this scaling factor is independent of the geom-
etry of the different experiments. As other causes for the
variation of Pedrosa’s l we rather suggest device specific
plasma parameters and differences in background velocity
shear profiles. These have not been included in our simula-
tions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown computations of drift-Alfve´n wave tur-
bulence in the edge of simple tokamak models and two stel-
larators, the Helias type W7-X and the Heliac type H1-NF.
The approximation procedure to include three-dimensional
magnetic field configurations into flux tube models of the
geometry has been outlined. Turbulent structure formation in
terms of parallel and perpendicular mode and radial zonal
flow structures has been discussed. Specific characteristics of
these stellarators in comparison to ~lower aspect ratio! circu-
lar tokamaks are a less pronounced ballooning structure of
the modes, a strong influence of local magnetic shear on
amplitude structure and average, and stronger level of zonal
flows due to lower geodesic curvature. Although the drift
wave character of fluctuations is preserved in all simulations,
the turbulent transport shows considerably different levels,
depending strongly on the various discussed geometric as-
pects of the magnetic field configuration. A stellarator con-
figuration is thus in principle also amenable to optimization
with respect to turbulent transport properties.
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